
Figure 1:  Theories of emotion perception [2]
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Affect: n. any experience of feeling or emotion [1]

Affect representation scheme (ARS): a model used for
classification of emotions, usually dimensional or discrete (Fig. 1)

Automatic affect recognition (AAR): estimating a subjects'
affective state from a given input (in this case visual)

Prior surveys on AAR systems focus mainly on the algorithms and
approaches used, but not on the ARS used.  Having a clear
understanding of ARS, how when and why they are used, and the impact
they can have on AAR results, will allow future researchers to make
more informed decisions when developing their systems. 

This research provides these insights with the research question:

Ensures reproducibility of results
From 549 papers from
WebOfScience we screened 333,
of which 53 were included in the
review (Fig. 2)
Benchmarking datasets for feasibility
Eligibility criteria:

It has become the norm to use ARS aligning with the emotions
proposed Ekman's Basic Emotion Theory (BET).

Contempt not used as often as BET-6/7N despite it being more
recent research. 
Indicates researchers don't keep up to date with developments in
psychology
Concerning due to AAR being rooted in psychology

Researchers don't provide enough motivation behind decisions
Hinders further development in AAR
Critical thought is necessary especially with the rise of AI and
credibility and trustworthiness being questioned more frequently.
For useful, trustworthy, understandable, and credible systems, it is
necessary to critically think about and report on the decision
making process.

Utilitarian emotions (52),
Mood (1)

49+ papers target joy, sadness,
disgust, surprise, fear, and anger
28 papers target neutral
13 papers target contempt

All use categorical ARS
2 use an additional dimensional
ARS
12 different categorical ARS

8 based on Ekman's theories
4 not explicitly based in
psychology
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Increase sample size for more representative data
Explore ARS usage in multimodal input systems
Explore how ARS usage differs for different modalities
(e.g. speech, visual, physiological)
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What is the current state of affect representation schemes in
research on automatic vision-based affect recognition?

AAR applications [3, 4]
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Figure 2: Simplified PRISMA diagram
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